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Concentrated grape juice production
One of our suppliers began this January the
grape processing for concentrated juice production.
In this same factory they produce, since August 2001,
frozen concentrated orange juice, which is exported
to several countries.
Industrial grape, which installation of new
equipments demanded investments of about US$1,7
million, is part of a project which will also process
there other fruits, such as pineapple and passion
fruit.
An opportunity to add value inside the
property diversification process, grape generates
today 500 jobs on the field. The capacity installed is
for 10 thousand tonnes (40 days of operation), with
the production of 1,5 thousand tonnes of
concentrated juice.
Inside this integrated project, the producer
has security, since choosing the plants, technical
assistance in all the steps of the process, guaranteed
trade and he still has a part in the industrial result.

We are glad to invite you to visit us at
Gulfood 2007 - The 12th Gulf Food, Hotel
and Equipment Exhibition and Salon Culinaire

Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre
February 19th to 22th, 2007
Dubai - UAE
Brazilian Pavillion - Hall 2 - Stand Z2-37

Traditional Pineapple Juice supplier starts
processing Passion Fruit
The current problem in passion fruit supply
will certainly be diminished next season, because
one of our oldest suppliers, that until now worked
strongly only with pineapple juice, has adapted one
of its plants for passion fruit processing.
It is important to note that this factory is
under the most rigid quality standards and we will
surely be able to offer the clients a product suitable
to their needs.

FCOJ supplier increases production in 20%
One of our FCOJ's most reliable suppliers
finished 2006 crop with a production 20% higher than
the last crop, according to plant's January report.
The plant is investing to have the capacity to
receive, in 2010, about 7,5 million orange boxes
(each one with 40,8 Kg), sufficient to produce
approx. 30 thousand tonnes of concentrate, against
2,088 million orange boxes received this year, that
represents around 11 thousand tonnes of
concentrate. "This year, 90% of the production
supplied the international market as Europe, South
America, Middle East, Asia and USA", says the plant.
Regarding the Quality Assurance program,
the goal of the plant is to have the ISO 14001
Certificate implemented before the first half of this
year.

FCOJ for prompt shipment
Our Northeast FCOJ supplier, which year
production's capacity is of 30.000 tons, is now
processing Ratio 14/16 FCOJ with availability for
prompt shipment from Brazil and Coldstorage
Europe.
The FCOJ is packed in standard metallic
drums and/or wooden bins.

And also:
We are already working with frozen concentrated Clear and Cloudy Lemon and Acid Lime juices. Consult our
sales department for further information.
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